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1. Introduction
The Lisbon earthquake occurred on the morning of November, 1st, 1755 and generated a
tsunami that hit the southwestern coast of Portugal in less than 20 min after the main shock
(Pereira de Sousa, 1919; Baptista et al., 1998). This event remains the largest natural disaster
in Europe in the last 500 years, in terms of loss of lives (60 000 to 100 000 deaths) and
destruction (Baptista et al., 1998; Chester, 2001).
The strongest earthquake shaking occurred all over the Iberian Peninsula, Morocco, and as
far as Hamburg, the Azores and Cape Verde Islands (Martinez-Solares et al., 1979). Recent
evaluations of the earthquake magnitude estimate it to 8.5±0.3 (Martinez-Solares and LopezArroyo, 2004).
The tsunami waves caused massive destruction in the southwest Iberian Peninsula and
Northwest Morocco (Baptista et al., 1998; El Mrabet, 2005). They travelled as far north to
Newfoundland and Cornwall in the UK (Huxham, 1756), and towards south to Antigua and
Barbados in the Caribbean (Sylvanus, 1756), and to the coast of Brazil (Kozak et al., 2005;
Ruffman, 2006).
The 1755 tsunami remains the largest eye-witnessed historical event in the northeast
Atlantic area. Historical documents describe, in detail, the waves along the coasts of
Morocco, Portugal and Spain. They mention tsunami run-ups as high as 15 m and wave
heights of ~24 m (Soyris, 1755) in some locations. These values raise the question of the
reliability of some historical documents reporting the impact of the 1755 Lisbon tsunami.
Various studies have focused on the compilation and revision of the historical documents in
order to describe precisely the impact of the 1755 tsunami in Morocco (El-Mrabet, 1991;
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2005; Blanc, 2009; Kaabouben et al., 2009). Blanc (2009) published a critical analysis of the
historical reports that testify the impact of the tsunami waves in Morocco and concluded
that the description of the wave heights was overestimated. Kaabouben et al. (2009), based
on the compilation made by El-Mrabet (1991; 2005), presented a careful revision of the
historical data of the 1755 event showing that some quoted values were overestimated or
inadequately interpreted.
Among the coastal sites of Morocco, the city of Mazagão (Fig. 1), actually El-Jadida, is one
where the impact of the 1755 tsunami event is described in some detail by several historical
reports (Blanc, 2009). In view of this fact, we consider the El-Jadida site to perform a detailed
numerical modeling that aims to examine the reliability of the historical reports and thus to
try removing the ambiguity on the historical information describing the impact of the 1755
tsunami waves in Morocco.

(b)
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Figure 1. The study area. (a) Regional view of the Gulf of Cadiz zone; (b) The 1750s plan of the city of
Mazagão (Source: Bibliotheque Nationale de France); (c) The present-day plan of El-Jadida site (Source:
Google Earth 2011); (d) The wall surrounding the old medina (source:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Mazagan).

This chapter seeks to clarify the uncertainties of the historical reports using the tsunami
hydrodynamic modeling together with detailed paleo-bathymetric/topographic data and a
1755-like earthquake scenario. In order to achieve this, we use the digital terrain model
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reconstructed from the paleo-bathymetry/topography charts of the studied site before the
1750s, including also man-made constructions existing at that period; and we perform
detailed numerical modeling of the tsunami wave characteristics offshore and onshore ElJadida site. The earthquake scenario corresponding to a ~8.6 magnitude is considered to
represent a 1755-like event. Results in terms of maximum wave heights distributions are
presented for the candidate scenario at a regional scale, while high resolution inundation
map, flood limits and near-shore wave heights are computed for the earthquake scenario at
a local scale at El-Jadida. Reliability of historical reports is discussed in light of a comparison
of these reports with the tsunami impact obtained from numerical modeling. Finally, we
present a new reading of historical documents based on the consideration the historical
context period in which the reports have been written. This reading indicates that
interpretations of the historical reports may overestimate or underestimate the quoted
values if they do not take into account the historical context.

2. Tectonic setting and 1755-like scenario
Morocco, by its peculiar geological context and proximity to the Nubia–Eurasia plate
boundary (NEPB), is the western African littoral that is most exposed to earthquakeinduced tsunamis (El Alami and Tinti, 1991). The most severe submarine earthquakes felt in
Morocco were those generated offshore along the Atlantic coast (El-Mrabet, 1991). Some of
these events were tsunamigenic, as was the case of the November, 1st, 1755 event.
The western segment of the NEPB extends from the Azores in the West to the Strait of
Gibraltar in the East. Plate Kinematic models suggest a slow convergence velocity (less than
5mm/yr) in the area closer to the Srait of Gibraltar, which characterizes the motion between
these two plates (Fernandes et al., 2007). The present-day tectonic regime along the western
segment of the NEPB changes from transtension in the West, near the Azores triple junction,
to transpression in the East, the Gulf of Cadiz area, with a strike-slip motion in its central
segment (Tortella et al., 1997).
It is believed that the western segment of the NEPB, especially its eastern part, is the
responsible for the generation of the historical tsunami events known to hit the coastal areas
of the Gulf of Cadiz. However, most of these historical earthquakes were not instrumental
events, as it is the case of the great Lisbon earthquake and tsunami of November, 1st, 1755.
The main problem encountered when investigating the November, 1st, 1755 tsunami
concerns the identification of a single tectonic structure and its mechanism responsible for
this event. The earthquake rupture mechanism as well as its location remains not well
established in spite of the various attempts to identify this source. In this study, we use the
earthquake scenario that produces the worst tsunami at El-Jadida. This scenario is identified
from the study of Omira et al. (2009).
Omira et al. (2009) investigated the most credible earthquake scenarios in the region and
presented a set of tsunamigenic scenarios based upon the concept of typical faults (Lorito et
al., 2008). The tsunami radiation patterns for these scenarios (Fig. 2) clearly show that the
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Figure 2. Computed tsunami radiation patterns considering the most credible earthquake scenarios in
the Gulf of Cadiz region (in Omira et al., 2009).
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Horseshoe fault (HSF) is the most effective in radiating energy towards the Atlantic coast of
Morocco. The other scenarios are more effective in radiating energy towards the South of
Portugal, as it is the case for the Marques de Pombal fault (MPF) and the Portimão Bank
fault (PBF), or towards the Strait of Gilbratar for the Cadiz Wedge fault (CWF). Finally, the
Gorringe Bank fault (GBF) remains an exception as most energy radiates towards North
America due to the Gorringe Bank feature that prevents the amplification of tsunami energy
towards the Gulf of Cadiz. However, the dimensions of the HSF do not account for the
magnitude of the 1755 event.
In view of this, we adopt a composite Mw8.6 earthquake scenario of HSF and MPF to
represent a 1755-like event. According to Ribeiro et al. (2006), the composite source of the
HSF and the MPF is favored as a solution for the 1755 event due to their sub-parallel
orientation as well as the almost geometric continuity between both faults that facilitates the
strain/displacement transfer between them.
Fig. 3 illustrates the typical faults for the composite source considered in this study. For
tsunami modeling requirement, the geometry of the candidate faults is simplified to a
rectangle (cf. Fig. 3 for locations) for the computation of the seafloor initial deformation.

Figure 3. Tsunamigenic scenario (Mw8.6) considered in this study to represent a 1755-like tsunami
event. It is a composite source of two thrust faults, namely the Marques de Pombal fault (MPF) and the
Horseshoe Fault (HSF).
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3. Tsunami modeling
Numerical modeling of tsunami from its generation to the impact is investigated in order to
examine the reliability of historical reports against computed waves’ amplitudes. To
compute the generation of a tsunami triggered by a submarine earthquake we use the halfspace elastic theory for the sea bottom deformation combined with the assumption that both
deformations of sea bottom and ocean surface are equal. Both linear and non-linear shallow
water equations are employed to simulate, respectively, the open-ocean and the near-shore
waves’ propagation. As the near-shore and inland tsunami propagations are sensitive to the
near-shore bathymetry and the coastal topography, we build a set of nested
bathymetric/topographic grids of increasing resolutions towards the shoreline to better
present the morphology of the study area.

3.1. Preparation of digital terrain model (DTM)
A set of bathymetric/topographic grid layers, which covers the Gulf of Cadiz and the test
site area with spatial increasing grid sizes of 320m, 80m, 20m and 5m, is nested for
consecutive calculations of tsunami generation, propagation and inland inundation. The
parent grid of 320 m resolution, encompassing the sources area offshore the Iberian
Peninsula margin, extends from 31ºN to 40ºN and from 5ºW to 15ºW. It was generated from
a compilation of multisource height/depth data that includes: i) the GEBCO one minute grid
as a starting point, and ii) the SWIM compilation of bathymetric data performed in the
region of the Gulf of Cadiz (Zitellini et al., 2009). Two intermediate grids of resolutions 80 m
and 20 m are incorporated in the nested grid system for numerical stability requirements.
The 80 m sub-grid covers the Atlantic coastal segment of Morocco from Casablanca at the
North to Safi at the South, while the 20 m grid focuses on El-Jadida and the surrounding
regions. For the site of interest a 5 m resolution grid is generated.
Due to the fact that this study aims to test the reliability of historical reports using numerical
modeling, the reconstruction of a paleo-DTM is considered. This paleo-DTM is generated in
order to properly represent the most significant coastal features, the shoreline and coastal
infrastructures of Mazagão in the 1750s. It was computed from the paleobathymetric/topographic carts available before 1755. The finer grid of 5m-resolution
incorporates the old medina of El-Jadida (Fig. 4a) where historical descriptions of the 1755
tsunami impact are reported.
The present-day DTM is also built (Fig. 4b) in order to highlight the morphological changes
on the El-Jadida coastal area during the 250 prior years. Moreover, this DTM is used to
compute inundation in order to show the influence of morphological changes on tsunami
impact by comparing results for both paleo- and present-day- DTMs. Details of the
generation of the El-Jadida present-day DTM can be found in Omira et al (2012, in press).
Small and large scale bathymetric charts were referenced to the mean sea level, merged on a
unique database, and all data was transformed to WGS84/UTM coordinates (fuse 29).
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Figure 4. 5-m resolution digital terrain model (DTM) for the study area; (a) The paleo-DTM; (b) The
present-day DTM.

3.2. Numerical model
The initial sea surface perturbation is generated for the considered composite submarine
earthquake scenario MPF+HSF. The earthquake rupture is supposed to be instantaneous
and the generated seabed displacement is computed using the half-space elastic theory
(Okada, 1985). The vertical sea bottom displacement is then transferred to the ocean surface
with the assumption that both deformations of sea bottom and ocean surface are equal
(Kajiura, 1970).
Linear and non-linear approximations of shallow water equations (SWEs) are adopted to
simulate the tsunami propagation. In the deep ocean the linear approximation of SWEs,
which consists of neglecting both convective inertia force and the bottom friction terms, is
valid since the waves travel with amplitudes much smaller than the water depths. While,
when tsunami waves approach coastal regions and propagate into shallow water, the
nonlinear convective inertia force and bottom friction effects become increasingly important,
in such a case the linear approximation is no longer valid and the non-linear SWEs are
employed to adequately describe the wave motion near-shore. The adapted version
COMCOT-Lx (Omira et al., 2009; 2010; 2011) of the COMCOT code (Liu et al., 1998) is used
to solve numerically both linear and non-linear SWEs. This code employs a dynamically
coupled system of nested grids and solves SWEs using an explicit leap-frog finite differences
numerical scheme.
Computing inundation consists of propagating the incident wave over dry land and
evaluating the inland water depth and run-up. Thus, a specific numerical algorithm is
needed to update the water depth along the shoreline grid cells at each time step of the
computation. In this study, the moving boundary algorithm is adopted (Liu et al., 1995;
Wang, 2009). This special treatment is designed to properly track shoreline movements and
determine if the total water depth is high enough to flood the neighboring dry cells and
hence if the shoreline should moved onshore or not. The inundation computational domain
contains the dry “land” cells, the wet “water” cells and the interface between these two
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types of cells, which defines the shoreline. During the inundation process we suppose that
both natural and man-made coastal infrastructure play the role of obstacles and no damage
on these structures is modeled.

4. Results and discussions
4.1. Maximum wave heights and tsunami energy distribution
The maximum wave height distribution, which corresponds to the extraction of the
maximum sea level perturbation at each grid point from the output tsunami propagation
snapshots, is presented in Fig. 5 for the considered tsunami scenarios.

Portugal

Algarve
Cape St.
Vincent

Tangier

Agadir

Figure 5. Maximum wave heights distribution in the Gulf of Cadiz region due to the occurrence of
HSF+MPF earthquake scenario of Mw8.6.

Examination of this figure indicates that the considered tsunami scenario steered significant
tsunami energy towards the Gulf of Cadiz including north-western coast of Morocco and
south-western coasts of Iberian Peninsula. The composite HSF+MPF scenario generates
significant wave amplitudes that cover almost all the Gulf of Cadiz coastal areas (Fig. 5).
Along Moroccan coasts the wave heights range from ~1m to 6m and from 2m to 7m nearshore Algarve region, south of Portugal.
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The fault strike and the bathymetry are the principal factors controlling the tsunami energy
distribution. The shallower bathymetry SW of Cape St. Vincent acts as wave guide of tsunami
energy from the MPF fault to the Algarve coast (Fig. 5). Whereas, the orientation and more
southerly location of the HSF fault does not allow this to happen and most tsunami energy
from this fault is steered towards the north-western coasts of Morocco (Fig. 5).
Simulation results in Fig. 5 show that the composite earthquake scenario triggers a tsunami
that presents some degree of compatibly with both historical tsunami observations and
paleo-tsunami studies. This agreement resides in the fact that historical and paleo-tsunami
studies indicate, respectively, the coverage of all coasts of the Gulf of Cadiz by significant
waves (Baptista et al., 1998) and the presence of tsunami traces and deposits in these coasts
(Ruiz et al., 2005; Costa et al., 2011; Medina et al., 2011).

4.2. Tsunami impact
This section consists of evaluating the tsunami impact at a local scale considering the 5mresolution DTM. Tsunami impact is presented through numerical computations of nearshore wave heights and overland tsunami inundation for both paleo- and present-day
DTMs. Simulated wave heights and maximum flow depths are illustrated in Fig. 6 and Fig.
7, respectively.
In Fig. 6, the computed maximum wave amplitudes near-shore El-Jadida range from 2 to 6
m. These values of wave heights, relatively high, are the result of the shoaling effect that is
important close to the coast due to the extension of a shallow platform.

Figure 6. Predicted maximum wave heights along the coast of Mazagão (El-Jadida) for a Mw8.6
scenario using the paleo-digital terrain model.
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Fig. 7 illustrates the computed inundation depths considering both the paleo-and the
present-day DTMs. The analysis of these results indicates flow depths higher for the paleoDTM (Fig. 7.a) than for the present-day-DTM (Fig. 7.b) in some areas. This difference in
overland flow depths is especially due to the morphological changes that occurred at ElJadida site from the 1750s to present. Results show also that only the areas surrounding the
old medina are flooded as the 11m height wall prevents the entrance of the waves. The
computed inland inundation distance reaches 0.7 km.

Figure 7. Computed maximum inland flow depths for El-Jadida site considering the HSF+MPF tsunami
scenario of magnitude Mw8.6 and (a) Paleo-digital terrain model; (b) Present-day-digital terrain model.
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4.3. Predicted values versus historical reports
According to Blanc (2009), reports dealing with the tsunami impact at El-Jadida represent
the most detailed among those founded for other sites along the Atlantic coast of Morocco.
The letter of Soyris (1755), describing the impact of the November 1st, 1755 tsunami at
Mazagão, reports that: “…… the sea increased three times, of seventy five feet, so much that
the Portuguese garrison in Mazagão had been compelled to abandon the City…..” (Fig. 8).
The mentioned wave value of about ~24m (75 feet) is in large disagreement with predicted
numerical results indicating maximum wave heights that reach ~6 m in some areas nearshore El-Jadida. Moreover, the computed wave amplitudes at El-Jadida site are well above the
estimates of Blanc (2009) established from a specific interpretation of the letter from Mazagão
(El Jadida) published in the Gazeta de Lisboa 1755 that suggests a wave height of ~ 1m above
ground at the main gate of the Portuguese fortress (now the old medina). Blanc (2009) also
concluded that a 2.5 m wave‘s amplitude could explain the damage of the 1755 tsunami
observed along the Atlantic coasts of Morocco, from Tangier to Agadir (Fig. 5 for location).

Figure 8. A part of Soyris’s letter (1755) that mentions the occurrence of “3 successive waves of 75 feet”,
about 24 m.

Further south of El-Jadida in the Atlantic coast of Morocco, at Safi town (see Fig. 5),
historical documents indicate that the 1755 tsunami waves advanced overland and coming
up as far as the great mosque (Gazette of Amsterdam of 26th December, 1756; in Kaabouben
et al. (2009)). Kaabouben et al. (2009) carefully discussed the tsunami impact at the town of
Safi from historical point of view and estimated the inland inundation distance at ~ 1.5 km.
However, the analysis of tsunami energy patterns presented in the Fig. 5 shows that less
energy is steered towards Safi than towards El-Jadida. This is more or less in agreement with
historical documents quoting that the impact of tsunami was greater in the northern than the
southern part of the Atlantic coasts of Morocco. With respect to the morphology of each site
(El-Jadida and Safi) the inundation limit at El-Jadida reaches ~0.7km inland, which should be
less at Safi where the inland inundation may be also overestimated in historical reports.
In order to examine the reliability of the quoted values in that mention wave amplitudes up to
24 m at El-Jadida, we compute maximum tsunami wave heights along the Atlantic coasts of
Morocco for an “extreme” case scenario in the region. This scenario is a Mw9.0 corresponding
to the composite earthquake source of HSF and MPF that we scaled to reach a 9.0 magnitude
(increasing length, width and slip). Result of this simulation is illustrated in Fig. 9 and
indicates a maximum wave height of ~ 9m near-shore the coastal areas of El-Jadida.
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This analysis shows that, even for an “extreme” earthquake case (Mw9.0), the wave heights
at El-jadida do not reach the 24m mentioned in historical documents. These wave heights
and inundation distances are in disagreement with numerical simulations.

Figure 9. Maximum wave heights computations for the HSF+MPF earthquake scenario of Mw9.0.

4.4. New reading of historical reports: recover the historical data in their original
context
Faced to inconsistency in historical information at a first reading, the reliability of the
historical sources should be examined. The anachronism in the interpretation of ancient
texts can lead to a misinterpretation or inadequate assessment of the value/reliability of
some numerical data. Normally, the information presented in a letter is dependent on the
system of values (implicit and explicit) shared by the author and reader. This information
should not be taken without precautions out of the original context, nor interpreted as such
throughout our system of values and/or our contemporary analysis schemes. By whom, for
whom and for what purpose the information found in the archives have been collected and
formatted? What is the function of this information in the political and religious contexts of
the period? Is it possible (and if so how) to reinterpret historical information and translate it
into our present-day scientific context? With what margin of error?
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The reexamination of historical documents (in English, French, Spanish and Portuguese) for
Mazagão site allows highlighting the historical context:
i.

Most consulted historical documents, describing the impact in Morocco from the 1755
earthquake and tsunami event, are written by Portuguese Catholic religious to other
Catholic religious and these reports were published after “all necessary approvals”, ie
approvals of the Church and the kingdom.
ii. The reported events concern a contact front between European Christian settlers and
“moors” Muslims. Extending the Christian territory is a major issue for the Catholic
Church and Extending Christian kingdoms.
iii. We are not in the XXth century in Portugal, Spain or France, where “objectivity” and
“science” implicitly mean a break between the studied object and the observer
(Meschinet de Richemond and Reghezza, 2010).
The contextual analysis of historical sources allows rejecting the numerical information
reported by Soyris (1755) “3 successive waves of over 24m”, which are inconsistent with all
other qualitative and quantitative testimonies. The analysis of the entire letter of Soyris 1755
(and not only the part referring to tsunami and earthquake impact at Mazagão) can offer a
different interpretation of the wave height of ~24m. This overestimation may have a
function in the narrative of Soyris and the cultural context of the period. Only a huge wave
can justify the fact that the Christian soldiers left their fortress to find shelters in Muslim
lands (“…The Portuguese troops at Mazagão had found it necessary to abandon the city and
risk their freedom by withdrawing in the mountains. Thanks to God, there is no other harm
came to these Christians….”) (Soyris 1755). This can also be considered as a sign of the
active presence, but always difficult to interpret, of God in the world.

5. Conclusions
This study is addressed to clarify the recently discussed reliability of historical tsunami
reports along the coasts of Morocco.
Results of tsunami simulations indicate that the composite tsunami scenario (MPF+HSF)
presents some degree of compatibly with the historical tsunami observations along the Gulf of
Cadiz coasts concerning the distribution of tsunami energy. This scenario generates large
waves along the Atlantic coasts of Morocco, Portugal and Spain. This is in good agreement
with tsunami historical reports and also with paleo-tsunami studies indicating, respectively,
significant wave heights and the presence of tsunamites in some coastal locations of the region.
On the other hand, the computed maximum wave heights along El-Jadida reach 6m as
maximum value for a Mw 8.6 scenario and show a large disagreement with the wave height
values quoted in historical documents (~24.6m), when using a mean slip value of 10 meters.
Even if we thrust some reports that indicate the overtopping of the walls in the old city this
value should be discarded as the height of the wall is circa 11m.
Even though for an extreme earthquake case of Mw9.0 the numerical simulations cannot
explain properly the quoted wave heights values at El-Jadida coast.
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The contextual analysis is important when dealing with historical documents. It allows us,
in this study, to highlight the fact that the quantitative testimony could have various
interpretations depending on the context of its reading.
In view of a future tsunami event we believe that the wall around the old medina of ElJadida will increase the protection against 6 meters tsunami wave (or less than 6m) in this
specific part of the city. However, the present-day city extends far away from the old
medina area being more exposed to tsunami flows due to the absence of effective seadefense infrastructures.
Established results are useful for emergency planners and should be taken in consideration
to trace tsunami evacuation maps.
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